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SURROUNDED BY HEROES
December 2, 2009 by cpehrson
By Connie Pehrson
On Thanksgiving night, CNN’s Anderson Cooper announced the 2009 CNN Hero of the Year, Efren Peñaflorida, who started a "pushcart
classroom" in the Philippines to bring education to poor children as an alternative to gang membership. He was chosen out of the top 10
CNN Heroes of 2009 ‑‑ remarkable individuals nominated by viewers for their sacrifices and accomplishments.
Efren Peñaflorida is a “remarkable individual” whose extraordinary accomplishments are making a difference in the world.
Peñaflorida said upon accepting the honor. “Our planet is filled with heroes, young and old, rich and poor, man, woman of different colors,
shapes and sizes. We are one great tapestry…Each person has a hidden hero within, you just have to look inside you and search it in your
heart, and be the hero to the next one in need.
I am surrounded by everyday heroes, such as the people Peñaflorida has described. People who have looked inside themselves, searched
their hearts, and decided to live life to the fullest and make a difference in the world.
My heroes are people like one man I know who advocates everyday for people who have disabilities through his job. But more than that, he
shows them what it means to be independent, to persevere through great obstacles. He is a man who has, through an accident, lost the
movement of his legs and hands and is confined to a wheelchair. He is a man who must ask someone to help him with the simplest tasks,
such as eating or opening a door, and yet, he embodies independence and confidence in his demeanor. He is a man who is not bitter
because of his circumstances, but who uplifts others and works hard to improve the lives of others like himself. He is making a difference in
the world.
Another hero of mine has let no barriers stop him from living a full and productive life, though he has lost his sight. He, too, works hard to
improve the lives of those around him who have disabilities. And, although he cannot look into the eyes of his wife and child, he can provide
for them and create a full and satisfying life for his family. He is making a difference in the world.
One more hero of mine is an elderly woman who remains stoutly independent and refuses to give up in the face of recent widowhood and
chronic health problems. She refuses to be a burden to anyone, and, though she asks for help with the things she cannot do, she remains
firm in her desire to be independent and to help others in need. She has chosen not to wallow in grief and self‑pity. She uplifts those around
her through her kind deeds and encouraging words. She is making a difference in the world.
I believe that heroes who are making a difference in the world surround us all. They are our co‑workers, our family members, our friends.
Perhaps we will be heroes to someone in our lifetime.
In the words of Efren Peñaflorida, "… the hero in you is waiting to be unleashed. Serve, serve well, serve others above yourself and be happy
to serve.... you are the change that you dream, as I am the change that I dream, and collectively we are the change that this world needs to
be."
